Technology changes every day and everyone wants to add more comfort in our life but some technologies increase the safety. Wireless Sensors are one of the technologies which increase the safety in our life in some manner. Wireless sensors are used in remote areas where human cannot survive to collect results of atmosphere, temperature and pressure. All the technical devices are work on electricity/battery and in remote area it is impossible to change batteries or provide continues power supply to sensors that is why we want to increase the lifetime of wireless sensor network in this paper. In this paper we are explaining our approach which is developed by us to increase the lifetime of wireless sensor network as well as we are comparing its results to some other technologies which are already present now a days.
We have used a simulator or we can call it custom simulator to calculate the performance of the proposed algorithms and also compare our results to EES technology. In the above-mentioned result, all the graph shows that our method performs better then EES technology continuously when only sink node move from one place to another. We have also found that a particular matric is calculating the lifetime has very significant effect on performance.
